
WWF Cameroon seeks to recruit a consultant to facilitate and elaborate a policy brief on the FOCAC process in Cameroon in collaboration with the Ministry of External Relations (MINREX) based on the state of implementation of the 2012 FOCAC Action Plan and perspectives for the 2015 6th FOCAC Ministerial Summit.

Specific Objectives

1. Carry out an analysis of the state of implementation of the 2012 FOCAC commitment in Cameroon
2. Based on the outcomes of February 2015 FOCAC national consultation, the March 2015 Regional consultations in Nairobi, and the WWF 2015 FOCAC policy brief propose strategic negotiation points and recommendations for Cameroon's delegation for the 6th FOCAC Summit and beyond.

Expected Results

At the end of this work, the main are results expected:

- A country specific FOCAC policy brief with strategic negotiation points and recommendations for Cameroon's FOCAC delegation to the 6th FOCAC Summit

Consultants Profile

The Consultant must meet the following requirements:

- At least a Master's degree in the social sciences or any related discipline
- At least 3 years' experience working on environmental related and natural resources issues
- Proven experience working at the intersection of research/policy and social and environmental justice
- Previous work related to Chinese presence in Cameroon will be an added advantage.
- Perfect mastering of either French or English and capacity to work in both languages.

How to apply?

A technical and financial offer should be submitted separately indicating the following:

- Comments demonstrating understanding of the Terms of Reference;
- A clear statement describing why the consultant is a suitable candidate;
- Outputs of at least two similar assignments;
- Brief curriculum vitae of consultant, highlighting experiences relevant for this assignment;
- A clear methodology/procedure for implementing the assignment;
- Detailed budget (consultancy fees including rates based or man days).

All offers should be submitted by email to: recruit-cam@wwfcam.org

The email subject should read: “Consultancy Cameroon 2015 FOCAC Policy Brief”

Deadline for applications: 09th October 2015

Duration of assignment: 20 days

Request for Detailed Terms of Reference: To Request for the detailed terms of reference for this assignment, please send an email to FMboringong@wwfcam.org with the subject of email “Request for detailed ToR_FOCAC Cmr Policy Brief”